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Our family agreed to our Mums request to move her to aged care as through illness and her
age she became non ambulant, the facility we moved her to had a good reputation. She had a
room to herself which was ok but no air conditioning luckily the temperatures were not
extreme in her room, the response to the nurse call was up to a two hour wait, which I
complained was excessive when one needs to go to the toilet. I made several complaints
about the food but nothing changed, it was like the catering staff did not give a rats. Ok her
requirements were different as she did not eat poultry and was fussy, but most days I
checked the available menu it was some form of chicken. They asked for feedback and I gave
it but they did not want to change. The doctor assigned to her did not listen to our input about
her medical history, hence when she had a re-occurrence with a previous condition it was just
passed of as ageing and her organs wearing out. She passed away in hospital even though
the doctor did not want her taken out of the nursing home. The death certificate attributed her
passing in part to malnutrition and dehydration.
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